Lat: N 33° 08.96'  Elev: 900' MSL  Sectional: DALLAS FT-WORTH
Lon: W 97° 29.77'  TPA: STD  Downtown to Apt: 06 nm/N

Owner: RHOME MEADOWS MGMT  Manager: ED GLINSKY
P O BOX 560  2179 CR 4421
RHOME TX  76078  RHOME TX  76078
Phone: 940-627-2494  940-627-2494

ATTENDANCE SCHEDULE: UNATTENDED
FUEL: NONE
REPAIRS: Airframe: NONE  Power Plant: NONE
LIGHTS: NONE  CTAF: 122.9

REMARKS: RUNWAY 13 DISPLACED THRESHOLD (260') MARKED W/WHITE TIRES;
DAYLIGHT OPERATIONS ONLY; RIGHT TRAFFIC RUNWAY 13;
FREQUENT SKYDIVE OPERATIONS- MONITOR CTAF

FIXED BASE OPERATORS: NONE